H U MA N R I G H T S
BOARDS OF I NQUIRY
The following has been abstracted from a
daclaion filed in November of 1976 under
the Human Rights Code of British
Columbia. Copies of decisions may be
seen at the office of the Director of
Human Rights which is located at 880
Douglas Street, or copies of decisions
will be forwarded by mail upon written
request•
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This Board of Inquiry was appointed
pursuant to Section 16 of the Human
Rights Code of British Columbia to
inquire into a Complaint filed by Mae
Loraine Warren alleging that she was
discriminated against in respect of her
employment because of her sex, contrary
to Section 6 of the Code, and further
that she was dismissed from her employ
ment without reasonable cause, contrary
to Section 8 of the Code. A hearing
into these allegations was held on
September 1st, 1976 after several post
ponements .

Ms. Warren's complaint focused on two of
the decisions made during this period of
turmoil. Firstly, she alleged that
Creditel discriminated against her by
agreeing to pay two male employees more
than she was receiving even though all
of them were employed to do essentially
the same work, for which she relied on
Section 6 of the Human Rights Code.
These facts were not in dispute so that
the issue was then whether the exemption
applied, namely, whether the admitted
difference in the rate of pay between
the complainant and her two male counter
parts was based on any factor other than
sex, and whether that factor reasonably
justified the difference.

The second branch of Ms. Warren's com
plaint involved Creditel's decision to
Four witnesses were called on behalf of terminate her employment. She alleged
the Complainant, and two Creditel
that there was no reasonable cause for
officers gave evidence on behalf of the her dismissal, relying on Section 8 of
Respondent.
the Code. Creditel took the position
that there were legitimate reasons to
Creditel is a non-profit credit reportlnggUpp0rt the salary differential and the
association offering its services
Complainant's dismissal. The decisions
primarily to its member companies across were prompted by a number of factors,
Canada.
Prior to 1974, Creditel's
none of which were discriminatory, and
Vancouver Office offered collection
all of which, in cosU>ination, justified
services to its member companies, but no the action taken. While acknowledging
effort was made to actively solicit
that there were anomalies in their pay
accounts for collection. The expansion structure the Respondent contended that
into collection sales occurred early in there was nothing to suggest a policy of
1974, A sales departa*nt was establiehedsex discrimination,
and Hae Warren was one of three persons
hired to staff the department.
it was also argued that the suggestlom
that Creditel discriminated against
He. Warren e monthly sales figures
Has Warren was inconsistent with the fact
(which seemed to be the accepted measure that Creditel continued her ealery dut lag
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of pay of that samo employe« for the
month of June in li«u of notice, leas
any monies racaived from Cradltal
during the month of June.
in view of the experience Ms.Warren
had had in similar work, she was
awarded $1000.00 damages to compensate
for loss of personal reputation and
self-esteem.
The Board noted that
the past management of Creditei had
done nothing to cooperate and assist
the Human Rights Branch in bringing the
matter to an earlier conclusion, and
the company was ordered to pay the
costs of the inquiry.
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Mohan Jawl submitted a
dissenting opinion.
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